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Wrath of the Fire God is a fast-paced VR action shooter. The Fire God's army is trying to stop you from retrieving the 4
magical gems stolen from your village. Unleash yo 5d3b920ae0
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fun game it really rewards good aim and its satisfying to hit your target reminds me of target practice with some targets that
shoot back runs. This is game really additive once you play through with hard difficulty.. If you are a cv1 owner and hope that is
going to work don't buy this game because it does't, and after asking the developers about the future support it's quite clear that
they don't care about the Oculus owners, we don't exist for them.. The best VR Archery game to date!. For a VR game the
graphics are pretty good. The enemies shift in and look great, the sounds work well enough, the platform makes sense. The one
thing I couldn't get past is that there's no arrow drop. You shoot an arrow and it goes in a strait line into infinity. That's not how
a bow and arrow work? If that doesn't bother you the rest of it is fine. I feel like this is one of those basic mechanics that make
take me out of the game completely. Recommended with caveats.
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